d b - s e r c Lunch Discussion
c h e m 14 2 0 course transfor matio n 9 September 2016
1. Motivation: As a practical introduction to a POGIL activity, let’s explore a simple physical system
that you have seen before (a rubber band) in the context of thermodynamics. The goal for this
activity is to see a POGIL activity from the students’s perspective.
Model 1: Each person should take a rubber band and answer the following questions.

Experimental section:
(a) Stretch the rubber band hard and quickly touch it to your lip. What do you observe about the
temperature?

(b) Stretch the rubber band hard and hold it stretched for a few moments. Then allow the rubber
band to relax. Now test its temperature. Describe your observations.

(c) Compare what you have observed to the following measurement made with a heat sensitive
camera. In this film, hot things are bright and cold things are dark. Include any new observations
that you have. (Hint: I recommend that you turn the sound off.)

http://tinyurl.com/n9tdpc2

(d) Critical thinking question: Based on what you know about a rubberband and your observations so far, would you expect a rubber band to stretch or contract when you heat it? Explain
your reasoning in a grammatically correct sentence. (Hint: It is okay if your answer is based on a
guess or a “hunch”.)
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2. An analogy to a chemical equilibrium
Model 2:

short band + force −−*
)−− stretched band + heat
short band + heat −−*
)−− stretched band + force

(1)
(2)

(a) Which of the above “reactions” would you agree with?

(b) Will adding heat to this “reaction” shift the equilibrium right or left? Why?

(c) By this reasoning, will heating a rubber band cause it to expand or contract?

(d) Compare to your answer to your expectations from Question 1d. In a grammatically correct
sentence, explain the relationship between your answer in Question 1d and your current result.
(Hint: A complete discussion will identify either agreement or disagreement, and then state what thinking
supports the final choice.)
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3. Motivation: Equilibrium has its origins in how things change with time. Dynamics are difficult to
show in a static image on a piece of paper.
Model 3: Compare the following two representation of how a gas that is initially confined on the
left hand side of a box by a partition expands when the partition is removed.
remove
barrier

N=4
M=0

N=4
M=2

http://tinyurl.com/o2vuyts

Static representation

Dynamic representation.

Critical thinking questions:
(a) Based on the static representation, describe what you see happen to the number of particles on the
right of the box, M, as a function of time? What else do you observe?

(b) Based on the dynamic representation, describe what you see happen to the number of particles on
the right of the box, M, as a function of time? What else do you observe?
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4. Reflection questions:
(a) Describe what learners do to complete a POGIL activity.

(b) Compare the learning tasks in a POGIL activity to the learning tasks of a lecture.

(c) What is the role of the teacher in a POGIL activity?

(d) What opportunities do dynamic models offer for in-class activities?

(e) What challenges do dynamic models pose for in-class activities?
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